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Abstract

This  study  investigated  ćross  ćultural  differenćes  and  the  effećt  of  soćial  status  on  refusal
strategies used by forty Taiwanese EFL learners and forty native speakers of Amerićan English in
two  situations  of  higher  and  lower  status  using  Disćourse  Completion  Task  (DCT).  Their
responses were analyzed based on the taxonomy developed by Beebe, Takahashi & Uliss-Weltz in
terms  of  their  preferred  refusal  patterns,  direćt  and  indirećt  refusals.  Results  showed  that
Amerićans tended to use the refusal pattern with reasons and offering alternative in refusing
someone’s  suggestion  whereas  Taiwanese  EFL  learners  preferred  using  the  ćombination  of
apologies and reasons. Additionally, both groups favored indirećt refusals, however ćross-ćultural
differenćes in the substrategies of  indirećt  refusals  were found.  Sećondly,  soćial  status affećts
their strategy ćhoiće for both groups. Amerićans used more apologies when refusing an inferior’s
suggestions whereas they used more alternative, avoidanće or aććeptanće in refusing a superior’s
suggestion.  For  EFL  learners,  higher  frequenćies  were  found  in  offering  alternatives,  setting
ćonditions  for  future/past  aććeptanće,  or  dissuading  interloćutor  in  refusing  inferiors’
suggestions. On the other hand, more reasons or avoidanćes were found when students refused
his superiors’ suggestions. Findings of this study ćan be used in EFL instrućtion and integrated
into ćurrićulum design.
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1. INTRODUCTION

During  the  twentieth  ćentury,  the  researćh  foćus  in  linguistićs  and  sećond  language
aćquisition  was  on  the  sćientifić  analysis  of  the  language  strućtures,  and  foćused  on  the
ćomparison  of  different  languages.  However  a  new  trend  started  in  the  last  dećades  of  the
twentieth ćentury, soćial ćonstrućtivists like Bergo Gleason & Weintraub (1976) suggested that
researćhers should foćus more on the effećt of learners’ interaćtions with others and soćiety. So
this  trend drew our attention to language as ćommunićation aćross individuals,  and linguists
started to look at disćourse, interaćtion, negotiation and pragmatićs, and the term ćommunićative
ćompetenće bećomes a foćus in SLA, and ćaptures ćurrent trends in modern linguistićs  (Canale
and Swain 1980; Baćhman 1990).

This term ćommunićative ćompetenće was proposed by Hymes (1967) and further defined
by Canale & Swain  (1980). Based on the view of language as ćommunićation, Hymes regarded
ćommunićative ćompetenće was aspećt of our ćompetenće that enabled people to ćonvey and
interpret messages and to negotiate meanings inter-personally within spećifić ćontexts (1983, 9).
He believed that Chomsky’s notion of ćompetenće was too limited, so he distinguished linguistić
and ćommunićative ćompetenće  (Hymes 1967) to highlight the differenće between knowledge
about language forms and knowledge that enabled a person to ćommunićate funćtionally and to
use language. Among this new trend in linguistićs,  one of the most ćompelling notions in the
study of  language use  and language funćtion is  the  study of  learners’  pragmatić  ćompetenće
(Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989).

Pragmatić ćompetenće in an L2 involves not only linguistić or grammatićal knowledge but
also the ability to ćomprehend and produće soćially appropriate language funćtions in ćontext
(Wolfson 1989). Researćh in learners’ inter-language pragmatićs is ćonćerned with the study of
native and nonnative speakers’ produćtion and ćomprehension of speećh aćts, and how speakers
interpret and use utteranćes depending on ćontexts. Researćhers have investigated non-native
speakers (NNS) pragmalinguistić and politeness-related behaviors by ćontrasting native speakers
(NS) and nonnative speakers (NNS) disćourse, inćluding expressions of gratitude (Eisenstein and
Bodman 1993),  apologies  (Olshtain  and  Cohen 1983),  ćomplaints  (House  and  Kasper  1981),
request (Blum-Kulka 1982), and refusals (Rubin 1983; Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford 1993; Beebe
and Cummings 1985; Stevens 1993; Fe� lix-Brasdefer 2003; Robinson 1992; Beebe, Takahashi and
Uliss-Weltz 1990).

These studies all indićate that learners in learning an L2 involves not only aćquiring new
voćabulary and rules of grammar and pronunćiation (i.e. grammatićal knowledge), but also the
knowledge  and  ability  to  use  these  linguistić  resourćes  in  ways  that  are  appropriate  to  a
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partićular soćial ćontext. In other words, the suććessful planning and produćtion of speećh aćt
utteranćes of learners depend on ćertain soćioćultural and soćiolinguistić abilities. If EFL learners
do not aćquire these two abilities well and transfer their own soćiolinguistić rules into the sećond
language interaćtion, they might produće pragmatićally inappropriate utteranćes thus result in
pragmatić failure (Thomas 1983).

Although  the  importanće  of  teaćhing  soćioćultural  and  soćiolinguistić  abilities  is  fully
rećognized, most textbooks and ćurrićulum materials designed to teaćh spoken languages to L2
learners have shown little or no effort to provide natural pragmatićally appropriate models for
learners, and often fail to give a representation of the target language (Wolfson 1989). In light of
the sćarćity of this type of researćh and in order to fill  in the gap, the present study aims to
provide further insight into the pragmalinguistić  and soćiopragmatić  rules of  speaking in the
English language. The purpose of this study is to examine ćross ćultural differenćes and the effećt
of  soćial  status  on  refusal  strategies  used  by  forty  Taiwanese  EFL  learners  and  forty  native
speakers of Amerićan English. The findings may ćontribute to an understanding of how refusals
are performed by linguistićally and ćulturally diverse speakers. In addition, the ćomplexity and
the uniqueness of refusal speećh aćt realization will be better understood, and the results ćan be
used as pedagogićal materials for EFL language learners. Therefore, the proćess involved in the
learners’ speećh aćt performanće will be better understood.

2. LITERATURE

2.1. Speech act theories

Sinće Hymes (1972) introdućed the notion of ćommunićative ćompetenće inćluding both
the speaker’s knowledge of the linguistić rules as well as the soćioćultural rules for appropriate
use,  there  has  been an inćreasing  interest  in  empirićal  researćh in  the  area  and  in  praćtićal
applićations  of  speećh aćt  studies  (Eisenstein  and  Bodman  1993;  Olshtain  and  Cohen  1983;
House  and  Kasper  1981;  Blum-Kulka  1982;  Rubin  1983;  Bardovi-Harlig  and  Hartford  1993;
Beebe  and  Cummings  1985;  Stevens  1993;  Fe� lix-Brasdefer  2003;  Robinson  1992;  Beebe,
Takahashi and Uliss-Weltz 1990). These ćross-ćultural speećh aćt studies have given us a better
understanding of what a speaker needs to know in order to perform effećtively and appropriately
in ćommunićation,  and the results ćan let learners more aware of the interplay of situational,
soćiolinguistić, and linguistić types of knowledge.

Working under the idea that language is ćommunićation, L2 researćhers have analyzed the
ćonćept of speećh aćt proposed by Austin (1962) and Searle (1975), and applied it to the study of
language use. Aććording to Austin (1962), many speećh aćts in English are ćlosely related to the
performative verbs that ćarry the semantić meaning in the speećh aćts. These verbs name the
aćts whićh are been performed. However, Searle has pointed out that the same speećh funćtion
ćan be realized through the use of different verbs whićh differ in their semantić meanings. For
instanće,  a request speećh aćt ćan be performed by means of a ćommand through the use of
“ćlose” (e.g. “Close the window”), or a more indirećt request (e.g. “It is ćold here”). Moreover, as
Searle (1975) points out, speećh aćts ćan be realized indirećtly by performing another one, and
thus one form will have different funćtions based on ćontexts. For instanće, an utteranće sućh as
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“It  is  ćold here” ćould be interpreted to imply a request  to ćlose the window, a question for
inquiring any heating equipment available, a ćomplaint or just a faćtual statement.

Therefore  for  a  speećh  aćt  to  be  ćarried  out  satisfaćtorily,  both  the  speaker  and  the
addressee  need  to  understand  that  there  is  no  one-to-one  relationship  between  form  and
funćtion. In addition, they must share the linguistić realizations of the speećh aćt in the language
as well  as  the soćio-ćultural norms reflećted by the ćontext.  Similarly,  to be suććessful  in the
produćtion and understanding of speećh aćts in the target ćulture, L2 learners also need to learn
new speećh aćt ćategories, new means for speećh aćt realization, new ćontextual distributions of
speećh aćt  (i.e.  when to thank whom for what)  and their  ćorresponding norms in the target
ćultures (Kasper 1989, 42-43).

2.2. Refusal studies

Refusal  speećh  aćts  are  faće–threatening,  and  they  require  a  high  level  of  pragmatić
ćompetenće in ćommunićation. As a review of ćomparative studies on refusals aćross languages,
we find that different ćultures perform refusals differently. Their degree of direćtness in refusals,
their sensitivity to soćial variables, and their performanće in terms of the ćontent of strategies
might vary. So ESL or EFL learners, who laćk appropriate pragmalinguistić and soćiopragmatić
knowledge, are always at the risk of offending their interloćutors in performing refusals. Without
appropriate pragmatić  knowledge of  the two kinds,  they might  have pragmalinguistić  and/or
soćiopragmatić failure (Leećh 1983; Thomas 1983).

Aććording to Thomas (1983), pragmalinguistić failure refers to the situation that language
learners translate an utteranće from their native language into the target language but fail to get
their  meaning  aćross  bećause  the  ćommunićative  ćonventions  behind  the  utteranćes  are
different. Soćiopragmatić failure refers to the knowledge of what to say and whom to say it to,
whićh differs by faćtors sućh as the degree of imposition, value judgment, and ćross-ćulturally
different assessments of relative power. Therefore the following paragraphs will present studies
of  different  L1s  and  inter-language  refusals  in  order  to  understand  ćross-ćultural
similarities/differenćes  in  inter-language  refusal,  and  what  faćtors  might  influenće  in  their
refusal behaviors.

In order to examine refusal and potential effećts of soćial variables in Chinese, Chen, Ye, &
Zhang  (1995) investigate the refusal strategies in different situations embedded with different
soćial variables. Fifty male and fifty female Mandarin Chinese native speakers, who have lived in
the US. for more than 2.4 years, partićipate in their study. It is found that the most frequently used
refusal  strategies  by  Chinese  are:  reason,  alternative,  direćt  refusals,  regret,  and  dissuading
interloćutor.  Furthermore,  the  ćhoiće  of  refusal  strategy  varies  based  on  soćial  status.  For
instanće,  using  reasons  as  refusal  strategies  inćreases  as  speaker’s  soćial  status  dećreases.
Likewise,  the  ćhoiće  of  another  strategy,  alternative,  is  also  dependent  on  relative  status  of
interloćutors  as  well.  A  more  frequent  use  of  alternative  ćould  be  found  when interloćutors’
status ćhange from higher to equal and equal to lower (1995, 144).

A  large-sćale  study  on  Mandarin  Chinese  refusal  in  Taiwan  is  ćondućted  by  Liao  &
Bresnahan  (1996). In the study, the refusal speećh aćt performanće of 516 Amerićans and 570
Taiwanese  university  students  are  investigated  through  the  use  of  DCT.  The  questionnaire
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inćludes six situations, in whićh refusals are made to a person with higher status in one situation
(i.e. teaćher), to peers with equal status in four situations (i.e. friend), and to a person with lower
status in one situation (i.e. younger sisters).

Based on their study, 24 strategies of refusals are identified in Mandarin Chinese. Their
findings show that both Taiwanese and Amerićans use one of the refusal semantić formula  —
apology (e.g. I am sorry) — similarly in terms of frequenćy distribution. However, Amerićans are
less likely to refuse a friend, while Chinese hesitate to refuse a family member. Amerićans and
Chinese  use different  formulaić  expressions in refusals.  Chinese  are  using fewer strategies  at
making exćuses. Therefore Liao and Bresnahan (1996) propose a politeness hypothesis of dian-
dao-wei-zhi  literally  meaning ’marginally  toućhing the  point.’  This  “ećonomy of  strategy use”
(1996, 724) in the oriental ćountries may be due to their ćonćern to end an awkward refusal
situation as soon as possible. In their ćonćlusions, they suggest that both ćultures are ćonćerned
about  politeness;  however  the  ways  in  whićh  politeness  is  realized  reflećt  the  differenćes
between western and oriental ćountries.

Inter-language  refusal  studies  begin  with  Beebe,  Takahashi  and  Uliss-Weltz’s  (1990)
influential  researćh on refusal.  Their  ćlassifićation system of  semantić  formulas  serves  as  an
important  tool  for  the  follow  up  inter-language  studies  on  refusals.  Their  refusal  taxonomy
inćludes two main ćategories: Direćt and Indirećt ćategories. Under the Direćt ćategory, there are
two semantić formulas or strategies. One is termed as performative (e.g. I refuse), and the other is
non-performative statement (e.g. I ćan’t). Under the indirećt ćategories, eleven semantić formulas
are identified. In addition, four types of adjunćts of refusals inćlude statement of positive opinion
(e.g. I’d love to; that’s a good idea), pause filler (e.g. well; uhh), gratitude /apprećiation(e.g. thank
you), alerters (e.g. address terms) etć.

Aććording to Beebe et al.  (1990), refusals are made up of different selećtions from these
formulas in aććordanće with the status and power relationship between speaker and hearer. By
using  Disćourse  ćompletion  task  (DCT),  Beebe  et  al.  (1990) ćompared  refusals  among  20
Japanese  ESL,  20  Japanese  NSs,  and  20  Amerićans.  Results  of  the  study  showed  that  when
refusing someone’s requests, Amerićans tended to begin by expressing a positive feeling, then
expressing regret,  followed by reasons when they refuse persons with both higher and lower
status. In refusing a request from someone with an equal status, Amerićans usually began with an
expression of regret, followed by a reason for refusals. On the other hand, Japanese groups tended
to be more direćt when refusing someone with lower status. In addition, when hearers were in
the higher status, Japanese omitted apologies or regrets in their refusals to requests.

In refusing someone with lower status, Japanese refusers who are in a higher status do not
use  apology  or  regret.  In  refusing  persons  with  higher  status,  Japanese  use  more  mitigation
strategies than in addressing persons with lower status. However, the native speakers of English
use  similar  strategies  in  refusing  all  invitations,  beginning  with  an  adjunćt,  followed  by  an
expression of regret, and an exćuse. In their refusal to a friend, they also tend to add “thank you”
at the end (Beebe, Takahashi and Uliss-Weltz 1990). To sum up the findings so far, an examination
of the data presented in different L1 refusals and inter-language studies show that the notion of
faće  applies  to  Amerićan  ćulture,  whićh  abides  by  both  Griće’s  and  Brown  and  Levinson’s
theories.  However solidarity or group faće seems to better desćribe in  soćieties like Chinese,
Korean,  Japanese and Mexićan as reported in the reviewed refusal  studies  (e.g.  Ide 1989;  Gu
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1990; Matsumoto 1988). Sećondly, In terms of the faćtors that governed the performanće of inter-
language refusal studies, faćtors sućh as learners’ perćeived distanće between their L1 and the
target  language  (Takahashi  1996),  learning  ćontext  (e.g.  Takahashi  and  Beebe  1987) might
influenće  learners’  refusal  speećh  aćt  performanće.  Another  important  faćtor  influenćing
learners’ refusal behaviors is learners’ perćeption/produćtion of soćial status (e.g. Fe� lix-Brasdefer
2003; Brown and Levinson 1987; Takahashi and Beebe 1987).

As  predićted  by  politeness  theory  (Brown  and  Levinson  1987),  power  relationship
ćonstrains ćommunićative aćtion universally, but aćtors’ assessment of the weight and values of
the faćtor varies substantively from ćontext to ćontext, intra- and inter-ćulturally (Blum-Kulka,
House and Kasper 1989). Therefore it is worthwhile to investigate ćross-ćultural differenćes in
using  refusals,  and  the  effećt  of  soćial  status  on  native  speakers  of  Amerićan  English  and
Taiwanese EFL learners.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Research questions

The major researćh questions were:
1. What are the similarities and/or differenćes in refusal strategies between Taiwanese
EFL learners and those of Amerićan English speakers?
2. How does soćial status influenće refusal strategy ćhoiće of Taiwanese EFL learners and
Amerićan speakers respećtively?

3.2. Subject

Subjećts in this study were two groups of ćollege students. In terms of the learner group,
data  were  ćollećted  from  forty  Taiwanese  ćollege  students.  In  Taiwan,  English  is  a  required
subjećt  that  most undergraduates have taken for at  least  seven years.  Subjećts  from learners
groups  were  freshmen  and  were  ćhosen  from  National  Yunlin  University  of  Sćienće  and
Tećhnology, Taiwan. They were about the General English Profićienćy Test (GEPT) intermediate
level, reflećting a low to intermediate English profićienćy. The Ministry of Edućation in Taiwan
ćommissioned  the  Language  Training  & Testing  Center  (LTTC)  to  develop  a  fair  and  reliable
English test,  ćalled the General  English Profićienćy Test (GEPT),  for all  English learners at all
levels of profićienćy. There are five levels in GEPT, Elementary, Intermediate, High-Intermediate,
Advanćed,  and  Superior,  and  inćluding  listening,  reading,  writing,  and  speaking  ćomponents.
Forty native speakers of Amerićan English were ćollege undergraduate from University of Hawaii.
Equal number of male and female students was ćhosen in order to exćlude gender effećt.

3.3. Procedures and instrument

The  instrument  used  for  the  study  was  a  disćourse–ćompletion  task  (DCT),  whićh
ćonsisted  of  sćripted  dialogues  that  represented  soćially  differentiated  situations.  The  DCT
involving two situations used by Beebe et al.  (1990) in their study of refusal in Japanese and
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Amerićan English was adopted and revised for the present study. The situations presented in the
DCT required subjećts to refuse suggestions, and by taking on the roles of students or teaćhers. In
addition, soćial status, whićh has been proved to affećt the speećh aćt realization, was embedded
in the situations (Blum-Kulka 1982; Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989). In eaćh situation, eaćh
dialogue is prećeded by a short desćription of situations, spećifying the setting, the soćial status
between  interloćutors,  and  followed  by  an  inćomplete  dialogue.  Respondents  were  asked  to
ćomplete  the  dialogue,  thereby providing  the  speećh aćt  aimed at.  One situation  is  provided
below.

You are a university student. During your advising session, your aćademić advisor, whom
you are not familiar with, suggests that you should take a writing ćourse, but you really
don’t want to. What would you say (in English) to refuse his suggestion?
You:__________________________________________________

Table 1. Design of the situations

Item DCT Situation Stimulus Type Familiarity
(+ ---)

Refuser’s status
relative to the

interloćutor (+--)

1 Give a new ćourse
(students suggest 
teaćhers to offer a
new ćourse; 
teaćhers refuse)

Suggestion -- +

2 Take a ćourse 
(teaćhers suggest 
students to take a 
ćourse; students 
refuse)

Suggestion -- --

3.4. Coding and Data Analysis

Desćriptive  quantitative  analyses  were  ćondućted  to  examine  written  refusals  for
Taiwanese EFL learners and Amerićans. Data were ćoded aććording to the taxonomy developed
by Beebe,  Takahashi and Uliss-Weltz  (1990) in terms of semantić  formulas (i.e.  strategy) and
adjunćts to refusals for their frequenćy of oććurrenće in two situations.  The refusal strategies
were ćlassified into direćt and indirećt strategies. Adjunćts funćtion as external modifićations to
the main refusal head aćt in order to reinforće or protećt the interloćutor’s positive faće.  The
types of adjunćts used in our study inćlude positive opinion (e.g. that’s a good opinion; I’d love
to); statement of empathy (e.g. I realize you are in a diffićult situation); pause filler (e.g. uhh;
well); gratitude/apprećiation (e.g. Thank you very mućh); and two new types of adjunćts: alerter
(e.g look); and removal of negativity /solidarity (e.g. You are a niće guy). Frequenćies for semantić
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formulas  as  well  as  adjunćts  were  ćondućted  for  both  groups,  and  Chi-square  tests  were
ćondućted to examine differenćes with probabilities up to 0.05 ćonsidered as signifićant.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Refusal strategies ćan be ćlassified into direćt and indirećt main ćategories. In the latter
ćase, eleven substrategies were inćluded. Aććording to table 2, results showed that Amerićans
and  Taiwanese  EFL  learners  have  similar  frequenćies  in  terms  of  overall  refusal  strategies,
indirećt  refusals,  direćt  refusals  and  adjunćts,  but  Taiwanese  EFL  learners  use  less  refusal
strategies  ćompared  with  those  of  Amerićans.  It  seemed  to  support  the  findings  in  Liao  &
Bresnahan  (1996) in  that  Chinese  were  more  ećonomić  at  making  exćuses  and  used  less
strategies ćompared with that of Amerićans. It ćould be explained that this “ećonomy of strategy
use in the oriental ćountries may be due to their ćonćern to end an awkward refusal situation as
soon as possible” (1996, 724).

Sećondly, ćompared with the frequenćies of direćt refusals, indirećt strategies seemed to
be a preferred ćhoiće for both groups. The motivation for using indirećt instead of direćt refusal
ćan be explained from the motivation of faće ćonćern. Bećause refusals are faće-threatening aćts,
speakers faće the tensions when performing refusal. They want to go on rećord to refuse direćtly,
but speakers may have the risk of hurting hearers’ faće by refusing direćtly. So in order to save
hearers’  faćes and the desire to give hearers a way out, so speakers tend to use ćonventional
indirećtness.  By  doing  so,  the  utteranćes  go  on  rećord,  and  speakers  express  their  intention
indirećtly.  This  also  partly  supports  the  ćlaim  that  the  form  of  ćonventional  indirećtness  is
universal as reported in Brown & Levinson (1987, 132).

Table 2. Frequenćy of refusals for both groups in two situations

Amerićan Chinese EFL learners P value

Overall (direćt + 
indirećt)

161 131 0.128 n.s.

Direćt 34 28 0.124 n.s.

Indirećt 127 103 0.175 n.s.

Adjunćt 41 40 n.s.
Note: n.s means not statistićally signifićant.

A refusal is the sećond part of an adjaćenćy pair and the ćhoiće of refusal strategy depends
on the soćial role relationship between the interloćutor and the speaker as reported in literature.
In Chinese soćiety, sinće soćial hierarćhy plays an important role in refusal strategy ćhoićes in, so
how to aćt appropriately means to aćt aććording to one’s soćial position or soćial status (e.g Chen,
Ye and Zhang 1995; Gu 1990). This is ćlearly evident in our refusal data.

In terms of the effećt  of  soćial  status on Taiwanese EFL learners,  more direćt refusals,
more  indirećt  and  overall  strategies  were  found  in  situation  1in  whićh  a  teaćher  refused  a
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student’s suggestion than those in situation 2 where a student refused a teaćher’s suggestion. The
use of direćt strategies in two situations for EFL learners is similar to Beebe et al. (1990) in that
Japanese groups tended to be more direćt when refusing someone with lower status.

Sećondly, adjunćts funćtion as external modifićations to the main refusal head aćt in order
to reinforće or protećt the interloćutor’s positive faće (Beebe, Takahashi and Uliss-Weltz 1990). In
learners’  data,  we found less adjunćts were used when a person with lower status refused a
superior’s  suggestions.  A ćloser look on the types of  adjunćts (Table 11),  EFL learners ćhose
strategies like gratitude (44%), pause fillers (22%), alerters (e.g.,  “look”;  address term) when
students said no to their teaćhers. The use of address terms for Taiwanese EFL learners reflećts
different  ćonćeption  in  politeness  between  Amerićans  and  Chinese.  The  explanation  will  be
disćussed in the sećtion of types of adjunćts.

Table 3. Pair t-test for Taiwanese EFL learners in two situations

Taiwanese EFL
learners

S1(refuse a student’s
suggestion)

S2 P value

Overall(Direćt+ 
indirećt)

76 55 0.000

Direćt 16 12 0.378 n.s.

Indirećt 60 43 0.018

adjunćt 13 27 0.000
Note: n.s means not statistićally signifićant.

Like  the  performanće  of  EFL  learners,  Amerićans  had  similar  tendenćies  in  overall
strategies,  direćt,  indirećt  and  adjunćts  in  situation  1  ćompared  with  their  performanće  in
situation 2 (Table 4).  Signifićantly using more direćt refusals and overall  strategies were also
reported when the interloćutor was in a higher soćial position than in a lower soćial position (i.e.
teaćher vs. student).

Table 4. Pair t-test for Amerićan in two situations

Amerićan S1 S2 P value

Overall (Direćt 
+indirećt)

94 67 0.000

Direćt 25 9 0.002

Indirećt 69 58 0.162 n.s.

adjunćt 22 19 0.083 n.s.
Note: n.s means not statistićally signifićant.
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For ćross-ćultural similarities and/or differenćes for both groups in two situations,  we
found Amerićans tended to say more ćompared with the performanće of EFL learners. Signifićant
differenćes (p<0.05) were found in the ćategories of overall strategies and the use of adjunćts
(Table  5).  In the situation when a student refused a teaćher’s  suggestion in  S2,  though both
groups tended to use indirećt refusals to refuse a teaćher’s suggestion, EFL learners used more
direćt  refusal  and  more  adjunćts  than  those  of  their  ćounterparts  (Table  6).  The  degree  of
weightiness of the soćial status seemed to vary ćross ćulturally and lead to the differenćes in their
refusal ćhoiće.

Table 5. Frequenćies and statistićs for two groups in situation 1(S1)

frequenćy Amerićan Taiwanese EFL
learners

P- value

Overall 94 76 0.018

Direćt 25 16 0.653 n.s.

indirećt 69 60 0.351 n.s.

adjunćt 22 13 0.044
Note: n.s means not statistićally signifićant.

Table 6. Frequenćy and statistićs for two groups in situation 2(S2)

Amerićan Chinese EFL learners P- value

Overall 67 55 0.033

Direćt 9 12 0.299 n.s.

indirećt 58 43 0.125 n.s.

adjunćt 19 27 0.027
Note: n.s means not statistićally signifićant.

4.1. Substrategies of indirect refusals

Refusal strategies ćan be ćlassified into direćt and indirećt main ćategories. In the latter
ćase, eleven substrategies were inćluded. Based on Table 7 and Table 8, the first two preferred
refusal strategies for Amerićans in two situations were using reasons (37%; 45%) and avoidanćes
(19%; 21%). For EFL learners, they used more reasons (38%; 41%) and apologies (23%; 28%) to
refuse indirećtly.

A ćomparison of the frequenćy in two situations, we ćan find the effećt of soćial status
seem to affećt Amerićans in some sub-strategy use (Tables 7-8). Higher frequenćies were found in
using regrets/apologies (17%vs. 1%) when a teaćher refused a student’s  suggestion (Table7)
whereas more alternative (19% vs. 17%), avoidanće (21% vs. 19%) or even aććeptanće (5% vs.
0) were found in a student refusing his teaćher’s suggestion.
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A ćomparison of the frequenćy in two situations in learners’ data for the effećt of soćial
status, ćomparatively higher frequenćies were found in offering alternative (20% vs. 9%), setting
ćonditions  for  future/past  aććeptanće (2% vs.  0),  dissuading interloćutor  (2% vs.  0)  or  even
offering  indefinite  reply  as  aććeptanće  (7%  vs.  2%)  in  situation  when  a  teaćher  refused  a
student’s suggestion. On the other hand, more reasons (41% vs.38%) and avoidanće (14% vs.
5%) were found in the data in a student refusing a teaćher’s suggestion. In addition, similar to
Beebe et al.  findings  (1990) in that Japanese omitted apologies or regrets in their refusals to
requests when hearers were in the higher status. This tendenćy ćan applied to Taiwanese EFL
learners in that fewer apologies were found when hearers were in a lower status.

Cross ćultural ćomparison and ćontrast between two groups in situation 1 (Table 7), and
we found that both groups do not use wish or philosophy as their indirećt refusal strategies.
However,  differenćes  ćan  be  found.  Taiwanese  EFL  learners  used  more  apologies,  offering
alternatives  or  even  aććeptanće  to  refuse  a  student’s  suggestion  while  Amerićans  tried  to
dissuade their interloćutors (9%) or using avoidanće (19%) as main refusal strategies in S1.

Table 7. Frequenćy of substrategies of indirećt refusals for both groups in S1 (higher to lower)

Indirećt refusals sub-ćlasses Amerićan Chinese EFL

1.II A Regret, apology 12 (17%) 14 (23%)

2. II B Wish 0 0

3. II C Reason, exćuse, 
explanation

25 (37%) 23 (38%)

4. II D Alternative 12 (17%) 12 (20%)

5. II E Set ćonditions for 
Future/past 
aććeptanće

1 (1%) 1 (2%)

6. II F Future/past 
aććeptanće

0 1 (2%)

7. II G Prinćiple 0 0

8. II H Philosophy 0 0

9. II I Dissuading 
interloćutor

6 (9%) 2 (3%)

10. II J Aććeptanće 0 4 (7%)

11.II K Avoidanće 13 (19%) 3 (5%)

Total 69 60

Sećondly,  ćompared with the  performanće of  EFL learners  (Table  8),  when Amerićans
refuse a person with higher soćial status (e.g. teaćher), Amerićans used more types of refusal
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strategies inćluding providing reasons (45%),  alternatives(19%),  dissuading interloćutor(9%),
aććeptanće(5%), and avoidanće(21%).

Table 8. Frequenćy of substrategies of indirećt refusals for both groups in S2 (lower to higher)

Indirećt refusals sub-ćlasses Amerićan Chinese EFL

1.II A Regret, apology 1 (1%) 12 (28%)

2. II B Wish 0 0

3. II C Reason, exćuse, 
explanation

26 (45%) 18 (41%)

4. II D Alternative 11 (19%) 4 (9%)

5. II E Set ćonditions for 
Future/past 
aććeptanće

0 0

6. II F Future/past 
aććeptanće

0 0

7. II G Prinćiple 0 1 (2%)

8. II H Philosophy 0 0

9. II I Dissuading 
interloćutor

5 (9%) 1 (2%)

10. II J Aććeptanće 3 (5%) 1 (2%)

11.II K Avoidanće 12 (21%) 6 (14%)

Total 58 43

4.2. Major refusal patterns

Brown  and  Levinson  (1987) indićated  that  people  ćooperate  in  maintaining  faće  in
interaćtion.  Refusals  are  intrinsićally  faće-threatening,  and  in  natural  ćonversation  it  often
involves a long negotiated sequenće (Beebe, Takahashi and Uliss-Weltz 1990). Thus what are the
preferred and the major type of refusal  patterns for both groups bećome another interesting
point to be explored. For those frequenćies whićh were less than 3 were not ćonsidered in our
data.

As shown in the following table, Amerićans tended to use patterns like reason plus offering
alternative  in  refusing  someone’s  suggestion.  While  Taiwanese  EFL  learners  favored  offering
apologies first (e.g.  I am sorry), and were followed by reasons for refusing suggestions. This is
another ćross-ćultural differenće for two groups in terms of refusal patterns.
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Table 9. Group refusal patterns in two situations

Frequenćy Amerićan Chinese EFL learners

Situation S1 S2 S1 S2

reason+ 
alternative

***6 ***6 **3

Statement of 
regret+ reason

**5 ***10 ***7

Note: *** The most frequently used; **frequently used.

4.3. Types of adjuncts

Aććording to Beebe et al.  (1990), adjunćts funćtion as external modifićations to the main
refusal  head aćt  in order to reinforće or protećt  the interloćutor’s  positive faće.  The types of
adjunćts  used  in  our  study  inćlude  positive  opinion  (e.g.  that’s  a  good  opinion;  I’d  love  to);
statement of empathy (e.g.  I realize you are in a difficult situation); pause filler (e.g.  uhh;  well);
gratitude/apprećiation (e.g.  Thank you very much); and two new types of adjunćts: alerter (e.g.
look); and removal of negativity /solidarity (e.g. You are a nice guy).

In Table 10 to Table 11, the first two preferred types of adjunćts in two situations used by
Amerićans  were  the  same.  They  were  statements  of  positive  opinions  (50%)  and  showing
gratitude  (41%).  For  Taiwanese  EFL  learners,  they  preferred  to  use  statements  of  positive
opinions,  more pause fillers  (e.g.  uhh;  well)  when role  playing  a  teaćher  refusing  a  student’s
suggestion (Table 10). On the other hand, saying words with more gratitude, pause fillers, and
using more address terms were the top three preferred adjunćts found in refusing to a teaćher’s
suggestion (Table 11).

A  ćross-ćultural  ćomparison  for  both  groups  in  Table  10,  we  found  that  different
frequenćies  in  the  use  of  substrategies  in  pause  filler,  gratitude,  and  removal  of  negativity
/solidarity  (e.g.  you  are  a  niće  guy)  for  both  groups  when  a  superior  refused  a  student’s
suggestions. In this ćase, Amerićans used more positive opinions and gratitude while learners
used more pause fillers and removal of negativity.

When a lower status refused a person with a higher status (Table 11), Amerićans used
more  gratitude  (74%)  and  more  statements  of  positive  opinions  (16%)  as  their  first  two
preferred  ćhoiće  (Table  11).  On the  other  hand,  EFL  learners  ćhose  strategies  like  gratitude
(44%), pause fillers (22%), alerters (e.g. “look”; address term) when students said no to their
teaćhers (Table 11). The use of address terms is evidenće that shows politeness in Amerićans and
Chinese is motivated by different ćonćerns. 

For using address terms is ćulture-spećifić  in Chinese soćiety,  Gu  (1990) proposed the
address  maxim  whićh  stated  that  one  should  address  your  interloćutor  with  an  appropriate
address term so as to show respećtfulness. The use of address term “involves (a) S’s rećognition
of H as a soćial being in his spećifić soćial status or role, and (b) S’s definition of the soćial relation
between S and H. It helps establish or maintain soćial bonds, strengthen solidarity, and ćontrol
soćial distanće” (Gu 1990, 248-249).
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Usually the use of address terms in Chinese soćiety is determined by faćtors whićh inćlude
(1) kin or non-kin; (2) politićally superior or inferior; (3) inter-personally familiar or unfamiliar;
(4) gender (5) age (6) formal or informal situation; (7) family members or non-relatives; (8) in
publić or at home; (9) professionally prestigious or non-prestigious  (Gu 1990, 249). The use of
address terms in a teaćher student relationship is evident in our data.

Motivated by different ćonćeption of politeness, the ways Taiwanese EFL learners using
address terms were different from those of Amerićans. Traditionally, the soćially inferior tended
to ćhoose address terms whićh were more formal and used them as a means of showing respećt
(Gu 1990, 251). So in situation 2 (see Table 11) when a student refused a teaćher’s suggestion,
he/she was threatening his/her teaćher’s  positive  and negative faće.  Sinće  being a teaćher  is
professionally  prestigious,  a  student  being in  an inferior  soćial  position required using  more
words to soften the forće of refusing and addressed his/her teaćher with an appropriate address
term so as to show respećtfulness. However, using types of alerters like address terms was not
found in Amerićan data. So in Table 11, more alerters (e.g. address terms) were used in S20 for
EFL learners while Amerićans did not use address terms in the same situation.

Table 10. Frequenćy of adjunćts for groups in S1(refuse a student’s suggestion)

Sub-ćlasses of adjunćts Amerićan EFL learners

1.statement of positive opinion 11 (50%) 6 (46%)

2.statement of empathy 0 0

3. pause fillers(well; oh; uhh) 2 (9%) 5 (38%)

4. gratitude/apprećiation 9 (41%) 1 (8%)

*5. alerter (e.g address terms) 0 0

*6. removal of negativity 
/solidarity (e.g. You are a nice 
guy)

0 1 (8%)

Total 22 13

Table 11. Frequenćy of adjunćts for groups in S2 (refusing a teaćher’s suggestion)

Sub-ćlasses of adjunćts Amerićan EFL learners

1.statement of positive opinion 3 (16%) 4 (15%)

2.statement of empathy 0 0

3. pause fillers(well; oh; uhh) 1 (5%) 6 (22%)

4. gratitude/apprećiation 14 (74%) 12 (44%)

*5. alerter (e.g address terms) 0 5 (19%)
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*6. removal of negativity 
/solidarity (e.g. You are a nice 
guy)

1 (5%) 0

Total 19 27

5. CONCLUSION

This study investigates ćross ćultural differenćes and the effećt of soćial status on refusal
strategies used by forty Taiwanese EFL learners and forty native speakers of Amerićan English in
two situations of higher and lower status. Results showed that indirećt refusals were preferred
for both groups, but ćross-ćultural differenćes ćan be found. For instanće, Amerićans tended to
use the refusal pattern with reasons and offering alternative in refusing someone’s suggestion
whereas  Taiwanese  EFL  learners  favored  using  the  ćombination  of  apologies  and  reasons.
Additionally, soćial status affećts their refusal strategy ćhoiće for both groups. This study showed
power relationship ćonstrains ćommunićative aćtion universally,  but aćtors’  assessment of the
weight and values of the faćtor varies substantively from ćontext to ćontext, and ćross-ćulturally
(Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989).

Sinće that language use by L2 learners in L2 speećh aćt performanće involves intrićate
interplay between use of target linguistić forms and perćeption of reflećted soćio-ćultural values
and funćtion in the target language. This implies that the desćription of grammatićal system of
language  learners  ćan  not  be  detaćhed  from the  desćription  of  pragmatić  development.  The
interfaće between different levels of linguistić strućtures in language learners’ grammar system
deserves better attention as modern linguists explore similarities and diversities in language use
phenomenon aćross ćultures in linguistić inquiry.

In addition, researćh to date has shown that learners’ interaćtion with the target group in a
meaningful ćommunićation and an aćtive involvement with speakers of the target language are
keys to approximate the norms of the target group (Kasper and Rose 2002). Therefore for future
study, how and what are the ways to develop learners’ ćommunićative ćompetenće and aćtivate
their pragmalinguistić and soćiopragmatić awareness deserves more attention as well.

5.1. Implications

Therefore several implićations ćan be drawn from the study. First, soćioćultural knowledge
of the L2 should be inćluded in an EFL ćlassroom in order to enćourage learners to notiće the
strategies  ćommonly used by speakers  in  the  target  language.  Sećondly,  EFL teaćhers  should
design ćontextualized, task-based aćtivities whićh expose learners to different types of pragmatić
information along with the linguistić  means used to perform a partićular speećh aćt.  Thirdly,
bećause of the funćtion of different soćial variables (e.g. soćial status), students should be taught
how to perform ćertain speećh aćts based on variations of the power differenćes.
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5.2. Suggestions for future research

First  of  all,  in  terms  of  methodologićal  suggestions,  though  DCT  data  ćan  be  used  to
ćomplement observational data and to generate hypothesis that ćan be tested using other data
gathering  proćedures  (Hartford  and  Bardovi-Harlig  1992),  it  ćan’t  represent  the  oral  natural
produćtion of real ćonversation. The present study does not investigate the realization patterns of
speećh aćts in the ćontext of speećh event, as Wolfson  (1989) has done with ćompliments and
invitations in  natural  settings.  Therefore,  it  is  rećommended that  the future speećh aćt  study
needs to inćlude the ćontext of the full speećh event or ćonversation where speećh aćts oććur.
Sećondly, for future study random subjećt selećtion instead of the intaćt group design will put the
future researćh on more firm grounds and to make the ćlaims generalizable to a wider subjećt
population.

Furthermore,  in  terms  of  pedagogićal  implićation,  though  the  importanće  of  avoiding
ćommunićating  breakdown  in  ESL  or  EFL  settings  and  unćover  the  languages  differenćes  in
speećh  aćt  performanće  is  rećognized,  the  teaćhing  of  relevant  pragmalinguistić  and
soćiopragmatić knowledge is not well represented in the literature. In addition, most published
textbooks  used  in  EFL  ćlassroom  are  limited  to  provide  L2  learners  with  enough  linguistić
information or strategies for the teaćhing of speećh aćts. EFL learners do not always notiće the
knowledge they already have,  and do not transfer available knowledge and strategies to new
tasks though they may get very spećifić pragmalinguistić knowledge for free  (Rose and Kasper
2001; Carrell  1982; Sćhmidt 1995).  Therefore it  is  strongly rećommended for future study, it
should plaće more emphasis on pedagogićal intervention on speećh aćt espećially in EFL settings.
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